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Library and geography faculty at our institution consistently partner on integrating infor-
mation literacy and academic research skills into geography courses. Librarians typically 
create course guides as part of that effort. During the 2021–2022 academic year, we—an 
academic librarian and a geographer at a liberal arts college—co-created an energy geog-
raphy LibGuide intended to serve a wider community.1 In this article, we detail our col-
laborative process for creating a dynamic, interdisciplinary guide. While recognizing the 
challenges that can accompany this type of close partnership, we highlight the synergistic 
benefits to each of us, potential benefits to our audiences, and our plans for continued col-
laboration. Projects like this deepen interdisciplinary cooperation and may broaden the 
LibGuides audience.

Impetus and goals
Energy geography is necessarily interdisciplinary; its topical coverage, vast. The lively field, 
which entails the study of energy’s spatial dimensions and spans both human and physical 
relationships, continues to blossom with original publications. Whether analyzing patterns 
of energy production’s environmental impacts, tracing transnational energy commodity 
chains, or assessing the justice implications of energy developments, energy geographers 
mobilize a diversity of approaches to understand complex energy issues, which are always 
both social and technical.

Geographer Tiffany Grobelski maintains working bibliographies of energy geography 
resources to incorporate in her teaching and research. She also developed a list of suggested 
news sources for students in her 200-level Energy Geography course as part of an assign-
ment in which students locate reputable articles on a current energy issue of their choice. 
Grobelski’s overriding goal as an educator is to advance energy literacy.2 She realized that 
her mushrooming lists of resources should be consolidated and made available to others for 
the benefit of the campus community and really anyone interested in energy topics. She 
approached librarian Anna Hulseberg about creating a centralized hub for these resources. 
Her hope was that working with a librarian with expertise in designing, developing, and 
curating resources in content management systems would bring this daunting yet exciting 
act of public scholarship to fruition.3

Hulseberg has a history of collaborating with geography faculty,4 and in recent years had 
worked with Grobelski on incorporating a library component into another research-based 
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class. Therefore this project was an opportunity for Hulseberg, as the liaison to the Depart-
ment of Geography, to expand her involvement by working even more closely with faculty. 
This partnership would provide her new insight into how a geographer conceptualizes 
research in their field, and it would allow her to share and expand her expertise in develop-
ing research guides. In turn, Grobelski was inspired to work more closely with Hulseberg 
after reading a testament to the generative and active-learning potential of collaborations 
between geography faculty and librarians in research-based undergraduate learning.5 The 
collaboration promised to be mutually beneficial in multi-directional ways, including for 
engaging our students. 

Thus one main shared goal was to deepen liaison librarian–course instructor collabora-
tion through co-creating a guide “from scratch.” Another shared goal was to expand the 
research guide audience. Typically, the librarian is the sole author of course guides, although 
instructors are invited to suggest additional resources. Hulseberg uses the guides to engage 
students with resources, guide them through the research process, host research activities, 
and facilitate further engagement with librarians. Students in specific courses are usually 
the intended audience for course guides, but this does not preclude other students or librar-
ians using them. However, in this case, Hulseberg more deliberately developed the guide 
for different audiences. Grobelski’s vision was to create a visually appealing “landing page” 
that incorporated a variety of energy geography sources and showcased recent acquisitions. 
We both envisioned the guide serving multiple audiences, not only students enrolled in a 
specific course.

Although we came to the project with distinct goals and foci driven by our respective 
areas of expertise and disciplinary prerogatives, this is precisely what made the collaboration 
fruitful. As we moved through the process of co-authoring a guide, our goals interfaced in 
generative ways. 

Screenshot of the Energy Geography LibGuide.
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Collaborative process
Our process has been iterative, mediated by a shared Google document, occasional emails, 
and Zoom meetings. Meetings kept the project moving forward by holding us accountable 
to respective tasks and allowing us to mutually envision a way forward. One of our first 
decisions was selecting a platform to host the guide. Hulseberg immediately suggested Lib-
Guides, the content management system that our library (like so many other libraries) uses 
for research guides and with which much of our potential audience is familiar.

Grobelski shared a Google document containing initial ideas for sections of the guide. This 
step was difficult for her in the sense of not knowing what format or categories might be most 
helpful for LibGuide creation. Right away there was a dilemma about whether to organize the 
guide thematically or by source type, an issue familiar to librarians. We worked through this 
question together, with Grobelski bringing knowledge of the geography research landscape 
and Hulseberg drawing on her experience developing guides for a range of subject areas. Even-
tually we settled on a hybrid combination of thematic tabs (such as Energy Justice) and tabs 
based on source type (such as Scholarly and News Articles). This hybrid approach reflects the 
importance of both content and format for identifying and evaluating information sources.

Start Here page from the Energy Geography LibGuide.
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The Google document was our asynchronous “meeting place” and workspace. Grobelski 
included key authors, organizations, books, academic journals, news sources, films, and other 
sources to include. She added resources from our library collection and links to examples of 
library guides from which she drew inspiration and direction.6 From the outset she wanted 
to feature resources at our own college, for example, recently hosted conferences about 
climate change and links to the college’s sustainability initiatives. At the same time, Hulse-
berg identified additional relevant resources (including subscription databases), investigated 
questions that arose (such as how to address access restrictions on a guide meant for a wider 
audience, the best way to provide access to archived footage from conference lectures, and 
options for incorporating conference poster artwork), and began building the guide. During 
the process we identified and ordered additional books and films to feature. Once we had a 
draft  version of the guide, we could review and revise the structure and content in real time.

In our meetings we used the draft page to talk through design elements such as determin-
ing a logical order for the tabs, what content to add to each tab given the interconnectedness 
of the topics, how to balance thoroughness with highlighting key resources, and selecting 
images that would support our goals for the guide. We were committed to featuring people 
in all the images because energy is social, yet pictures depicting energy landscapes are com-
monly devoid of people and only show technology. Each of us developed enhanced content. 
For example, Grobelski curated review articles to feature and wrote blurbs for text boxes in 
the guide, such as, “What is energy justice?” Hulseberg added resource descriptions, tips for 
accessing full text, and options for getting help. When the guide went live, we associated 
it with multiple subjects in the LibGuides system: geography as well as peace, justice and 
conflict studies.

Energy Geography LibGuide Nuclear Energy, War, & Peace page.
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Initially, Grobelski struggled with sharing the guide in public form because she worried 
it was not exhaustive enough, a preoccupation many academics share. Hulseberg had also 
struggled with this issue and helped Grobelski overcome such perfectionist mental blockades 
by creating the initial structure and emphasizing that it could be reworked. We have already 
seen the salience of certain topics increase in unexpected ways that called for updates. For 
example, because of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, Chernobyl and nuclear 
safety have become conspicuous.  This led us to create a “Current Events” tab highlight-
ing resources to help people expand their knowledge of current events through an energy 
geography lens.

Benefits of collaboration
The experience of co-authoring a LibGuide expanded our skills and perspectives. We gained 
insight into how each conceptualizes research and best practices in her respective field, and 
we learned from questions and ideas the other brought to LibGuide creation, including 
our own blind spots. Hulseberg shared her expertise in research guide design and grew 
her knowledge of LibGuides. Grobelski learned about LibGuides as a content manage-
ment system—what is possible, what design elements are available, and how they can be 
optimized. Together, we co-developed the form and substance of the guide, which clarified 
its scope and shape while generating novel insights along the way. The guide will continue 
to be a work in progress as we integrate more interdisciplinary sources, such as films and 
works of fiction. Our effort deepens interdisciplinary work at our college and furthers its 
liberal arts educational mission.

The project also holds potential benefits for our audience. Students benefit from a librarian 
with a deeper understanding of energy geography content, resources, and goals. They benefit 
from a professor invested in and knowledgeable about both the content and organization 
of the guide. Students and other users benefit from the collection development work that 
emerged from the process. They have access to an interdisciplinary energy geography hub 
intended to support integrative learning and help them make connections to other courses 
and interests. 

Instead of hoarding a working list of energy geography resources, Grobelski was able to 
partner with Hulseberg to make it available to the wider community. The project provided 
an exciting opportunity to make a landing page that incorporates a wide variety of sources 
and hooks into community conversations, both at our college and beyond; for instance, 
with links to websites of local organizations working on energy issues. We hope the guide 
will serve a handful of audiences, not only students in geography but also in peace studies 
and environmental studies, faculty teaching about energy topics, and community mem-
bers—perhaps in unforeseen ways.

Concluding thoughts
We have established a collaborative effort that can serve as a springboard for future proj-
ects and a model that can be adapted by others. Based on our experiences, we recommend 
closer library liaison–departmental faculty collaboration on interdisciplinary guides for a 
wider audience. However, those endeavoring to undertake similar projects should be aware 
of a few challenges. First, partnering requires more communication and an iterative process 
that simply takes time. Second, creating a guide to serve both the local community and a 
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wider audience raises challenges such as access restrictions. Finally, maintaining a relevant, 
current guide takes ongoing labor.

Voices missing from this discussion are those of students and other users of the guide. 
We imagine them as key beneficiaries of our collaboration. We thus plan to explore user 
perspectives on the guide in the coming year. We will also explore how to make interested 
parties in our local community and beyond aware of our site. We look forward to continu-
ing our collaboration and developing the guide based on what we learn about users’ needs 
and experiences. 
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